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The testing effect is a well-known concept referring to gains in learning and retention that can occur when students
take a practice test on studied material before taking a final test on the same material. Research demonstrates that
students who take practice tests often outperform students in nontesting learning conditions such as restudying,
practice, filler activities, or no presentation ...
Rethinking the Use of Tests: A Meta-Analysis of Practice ...
Rethinking the Use of Tests: A Meta-Analysis of Practice Testing. Olusola O. Adesope, Dominic A. Trevisan, and
Narayankripa Sundararajan. Review of Educational Research 2017 87: 3, 659-701 Download Citation. If you have
the appropriate software installed, you can download article citation data to the citation manager of your choice.
Simply ...
Rethinking the Use of Tests: A Meta-Analysis of Practice ...
DOI: 10.3102/0034654316689306 Corpus ID: 44204922. Rethinking the Use of Tests: A Meta-Analysis of Practice
Testing: @inproceedings{Adesope2017RethinkingTU, title={Rethinking the Use of Tests: A Meta-Analysis of
Practice Testing:}, author={Olusola O. Adesope and Dominic A Trevisan and Narayankripa Sundararajan},
year={2017} }
Altmetric – Rethinking the Use of Tests: A Meta-Analysis ...
Rethinking the Use of Tests: A Meta-Analysis of Practice Testing. Title: Student-Generated Test Questions Author:
BarnesCannon, A Created Date: 10/9/2018 3:07:17 PM ...
New Meta-analysis of 217 Retrieval Practice Studies — The ...
The article “Rethinking the use of tests: A Meta-Analysis of Practice Testing” published in 2017 shows three things
of interest to candidates for the FTCE (and future teachers who want to help their students prepare for exams!):
Use many short practice sessions and take some time between them. Don’t cram for days.
Lessons for learning: How cognitive psychology informs ...
The present field study compared open-book testing and closed-book testing in two (parallel) introductory university
courses in cognitive psychology. The critical manipulation concerned seven lessons. In these lessons, all students
received two to three questions concerning the content of the respective lesson. Half the participants (open-book
group) were allowed to use their notes and the ...
The Power of Practice Assessments - Educational Leadership
O.O. Adesope, D.A. Trevisan, N. SundararajanRethinking the use of tests: A meta-analysis of practice testing
Review of Educational Research, 87 (3) (2017), pp. 659-701, 10.3102/0034654316689306 Google Scholar
The learning sciences — a toolkit to learn and understand ...
Two experiments examined the testing effect with open-book tests, in which students view notes and textbooks
while taking the test, and closed-book tests, in which students take the test without viewing notes or textbooks.
Subjects studied prose passages and then restudied or took an open- or closed-book test. Taking either kind of
test, with feedback, enhanced long-term retention relative to ...
(PDF) The impact of Critical and Creative Thinking on ...
Report Roundup. Study Skills "Rethinking the Use of Tests: A Meta-Analysis of Practice Testing"
Praxis SLP Speech Language Pathology - 3 Quick Tips To ...
The testing effect—more learning by testing as compared to restudying—is a well-established finding. A typical
testing procedure in the context of meaningful learning comprises a recall task after an initial study phase. Different
theories refer to different mechanisms when explaining the positive effects of such recall tasks. In the context of
learning from expository texts, we tested ...
5 Proven Ways to Get the Most Out of Practice Testing ...
1. Introduction. The phenomenon termed the ‘testing effect’ or ‘retrieval-based learning’ refers to the substantial
gains in long-term retention of material resulting from active retrieval of information during learning (Karpicke, 2012,
McDaniel and Einstein, 2000, Roediger and Karpicke, 2006a).It has increasingly been argued that retrieval
practice, traditionally examined by having ...
Learning anatomy: a strategy for memorizing muscles ...
Abstract Two experiments examined the testing effect with open?book tests, in which students view notes and
textbooks while taking the test, and closed?book tests, in which students take the test w...
5 Educational Best Practices for Hot Spots Questions
Testing as a Means of Learning. Tests are usually used to assess learning, but research suggests that tests can
also be used to enhance learning (Rowland, 2014; Adesope et al., 2017; Pan and Rickard, 2018).Taking a test on
previously studied information has been shown to produce better long-term learning outcomes than not taking a
test or using the same time to restudy the information.
Does pre-testing promote better retention than post ...
2018 – Article entitled “Rethinking the Use of Tests: A Meta-Analysis of Practice Testing” published in the Review
of Educational Research (impact factor 5.263) was announced as one of the top 10 most read education research
articles in 2017.
Investigating the feasibility of using assessment and ...
Introduction. The testing effect is a strong and well demonstrated effect. 1–5 As opposed to common learning
practices such as reading, taking tests, and more generally retrieval practice during the learning phase contribute to
better long term retention 6 by reducing the forgetting rate of information across time. 7 The benefits of retrieval
practice have been demonstrated in both ...
Daily-Lesson-Log-Preparation 2.ppt | Lesson Plan | Teachers
They analyzed a total of 118 articles involving 15,472 participants, and published their findings in February of 2017
in a paper called Rethinking the use of tests: A Meta-Analysis of Practice Testing. The paper brings up a lot of
interesting information about practice testing, also referred to as retrieval practice.
Instructional Delivery | WingInstitute.org
much less exposure to the studied information in the test condition than in the study condition. Similar results have
been reported by A Distribution-Based Interpretation of Retrieval as a
Publications | Multimedia in Education: Research with ...
Studies comparing the instructional effectiveness of dynamic versus static visualizations have produced mixed
results. In this work, we investigated whether gender imbalance in the participant samples of these studies may
have contributed to the mixed results. We conducted a meta-analysis of randomized experiments in which groups
of students learning through dynamic visualizations were ...
AERA Announces Most Read Education Research Articles of 2017
We created a quiz-based intervention to help secondary school students in Cameroon with exam practice. We sent
regularly-spaced, multiple-choice questions to students' own mobile devices and examined factors which
influenced quiz participation.
Do secondary school students make use of effective study ...
Objective. The purpose of this review is to discuss some principles from cognitive psychology regarding the
benefits of testing and translate those findings into practical applications for instruction and studying. Findings.
Testing or retrieval practice is superior to re-study for promoting long-term retention. The benefits of testing can be
see with open-ended responses (eg, cued or free ...
Five Meanings of Direct Instruction
We evaluated an intervention designed to teach 10- to 12-year-old primary school children to assess claims about
the effects of treatments (any action intended to maintain or improve health). We report outcomes measured 1 year
after the intervention. In this cluster-randomised trial, we included primary schools in the central region of Uganda
that taught year 5 children (aged 10 to 12 years).
Clinician Identification of Birth Asphyxia Using ...
Not all online trainings I've tried were bad though. Through my experimentation and trying to learn from others who
were optimising online platforms to increase the depths of learning for individuals, I discovered that it is actually
possible to design a learning platform with the primary intention of teaching the material online, without
overwhelming an individual, and weaving in time for ...
Remembering What We Learn | Dana Foundation
For at least 100 years, researchers have documented the fact that taking a test or recalling material leads to longerterm learning.This finding has been replicated in children and adults; in a wide variety of settings and content
areas. In the last decade, this “testing effect” has been found to be due to the process of “retrieval,” or calling
information to mind.
Centre for Educational Neuroscience | University College ...
ERIC is an online library of education research and information, sponsored by the Institute of Education Sciences
(IES) of the U.S. Department of Education.
Best Practices Assoc. w/ Using Hot Spot Questions in ...
Objective. To assess the relative effectiveness of two study strategies, rewatching a recorded lecture and retrieval
practice, on Doctor of Pharmacy (PharmD) students’ long-term retention of lecture material presented in a
pharmacotherapeutics class. Methods. One hundred two first-year pharmacy students were recruited for the study.
All students attended two in-class lectures on different ...
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